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Miraculous simplifications are observed in the

gravitinc equations of motion in the Englert back-

ground» JJnfortunaielj some iaoab are stil5 jacking

and fermionic uero-modee have not oeen constructed.
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i 1. The theory of d»11 Supergravity (SG) not only pretends

4.- to describe all known interactions of particles and to Ьесок-э

the unified field theory, but also to be a "pure geometrical"

] model, thus being a real super-generalization of general rela-

' tirity. It must be admitted,that the study of d»11 SG is no-

wadays at the stage of storing facts,rather than of systema-

tical analysis. One of impressive observations is due to En-

glsrt, who offered an example where seven-dimensional compo-

nents of antisyametrical field Авдр
 c a n b e

 identified with

the absolute parellelelism torsion S
a f c c

 on S
7
, The desire

to compare Aj^p with torsion is probably the first oae in

acquaintance with d«1t SG, The Englert's statement is mich

less trivial, since it is the dynamical one: Englert reali-

zed that equations of motion for the field A coincide with

geometrical Cartan-Schouten eqs.
3
 for £ebc» It seems that

d*11 SG "knows well" not only about tile reletrance of four

distensions and the compactification of the seven-dim, world?

but also about the relevance of absolute parallelelism ол а

seven-sphere. Л natural question of how far does this

"knowledge* extends arises; in particular, whether it ie

restricted to bosoaie sector of the theory or not* Th* wish

to examine fermionic equations of votioc la the Engl*arfc
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background can arise in two more cases»viz. is searching for

aassless tension* end unbrowken supersjnavetries. Both the
1
 problems can be brought to solving the system of equations

- О. ш - 1 • 7? (1)

Saall Roman letter» mark internal dimensions and run from

1 to 7» while Ш* capital ones - from 1 to 11. Besides,we

use Greek letters to label indices in the four-din.space.

We discuss in p.6 the а»пшв of eqs.(1) in more details*

while cow we proceed to the analysis of these equations in

the Englert field.

2. first of all we would remind about the structure of

the Englert solution for antisyimnetric fields. Lagrangiaa

of d-11 SG with four-feraionic terns omitted looks like

Tensor is formed by {~ with lower indices times the square

root from metric determinnnt, 4g£..« • JL^**%i

As to С with upper indicea.it doea not vary under general

coordinate transformations, while the antisymmetric tensor

jJLjg»** is multiplied by Jackobian of the transformation.

Lagrangian (3) defines bosonic equations of motion:

I?* iK
M
E « J

?
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Let us look for solutions of theее equation* proceeding fro»

assumptions of factorisation of «trie into four- and servn-

din* parts and absence of sized coaponents of antisymetric

fields, i.e* Лм*« depends on i ^ only, А
& Ъ е

 - on y
e
,and

А ^ ^
в
 » А ^

а Ъ
 • 0« Also take P ^ ^proportional to €ч**Г р

All these conditions are necessary (though by no means suffi-

cient) for the solution obtained to serre a realistic таешш

of d»11 SG, without contradiction to Lorentz-izvariance of

J four-dim, world. Under the given assumptions eqs*(4,5) trans-

fora into

Indices (4),(7) designate four- and seven-dim, metrics and

curratures. Solution of eq.(8} is

«here f«const is independent not only of internal coordi-

nates y
a
, but of x •** aa well. This solution,which яагкь

oat four dimensions, was found by Freund and Hubin*. Substi-

tuting it into eq.(9) for internal fields one obtains (the

signature el 11-setric is (+-,..-)):

•. /
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or
(12)

Aabiguity «rifling in transformation of (11) to (12) ie exactly

the one which correspond* to the allowed gauge transformations

of field A
eb<J

:

The torsion at absolute parallelellem on S', S . , eatia-

fiee ат: equation identical to (12):

Snglert glree it in the form

Then comparing eq.i.(14) and (15) one should remember that

i€,mpqret £ " " P 4 M t l - 7lig(7)\. The single discrepancy

between eqa, (12) and (14) ie due to different coefficients in

front of

Чье

For the Englert solution

io arbitrary for a while) (16)

to exist it is necessary tor the Freund-Rubin field f to

be related to the аотвп-ephere radius r:

(17)f - * 2fPl .

+ 23
 ^

also,that Englert uses f differing la a factor of ̂ 24 fro»

ourss t-g • f^24.
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Bq.(12) is linear in A and defines it up to a factor
 #

see

(16). This factor is fixed by Einstein*s equations (7)«see

below*

fforoalization of torsion S
a b < J

 is rigorously fixed":

for signature (-•..-) in 7-space

6

I tot rn sp imp*

Similar to eq.(H) these requirements arise from the parel-

lelization condition:

anp;q * nmp,q ' '

( P are Cristoffel symbols,built after the aetrie, point-

-соштег denotes covariant derivative w.r.to connection P.)

; Sow using Biancki identity for curvature built after the
i

i metric connection,
 R

tnmp1q/^ * 0, we obtain two condi-

tions from (20) :

pq " tfnn piq' *̂'*

Brackets always denote antisynmetrization according to the

r u l e S
t«op.ql - Tj

 ( S
aap.q

 +

+ 2 3 t e r B e
 >- * • » » *

' going to comment on the derivation of eqs,(12,18-20) for

i the torsion. The reason for the absolute parallelelisa to

exist is that S
7
 is aloost a group manifold, being • sp»>

V
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с» of unit quaternion», which fore a non-asaotiative group.

However,? the lack of associativity does not spoil the paral-

lelism. Equation* for
 s

a b c
 are especially obrioue is octo-

! atonic foreulation,which we do cot need here. On the -other
i

hand it has recently been described in details in ref.6 (see

also ref.7)* Aa to eq.(22), we need it to show that tensor

S
abc

 l g n o t C O T e r i
*

n
*l7 constant in the absolute parellele-

lism connection P + 3:

which does not ranish,according to (22);

S
abc;d "

 3 S
 a4

3
abc "

 S
mlbc

S
 a]d "

 3 S
mbc

S
 ad*

We shall need this statement in p.5 in the course of dis-

cussion of eq.(l). Hote also, that the right- and left-hand

torsions are related by inversion transformation

S(+y) - - 3(-y). (23)

This follows from eqs.(14) and (22).

low we шау define -A fron Einstein's equations (7).

Substituting R*
7
* - - Щ,, (̂ /.v̂ r'

2
 * - 24-% and

<
P
abcd>

2
"

 2
f

S
.bc,d^ "

 +
 ^^Г

 i n t o
^

that

X
2
 - 2r

2
. (24)
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3. Let us turn to disousaion of formula (2). We shall get

convinced,that D
ffi
 alaost (but unfortunately not coaplete-

ly) coincides with the covariant derivative of absolute pa-

I ralleltlisa on seven-spere,

For this purpose we substitute the tensors ^щрп» correspon-

ding to Freund-Rubin and Englert fields, into eq.(2) and

transform Г-matrix structures. It could be most conveniently

done in the P-matrix representation,related to the torsion

S
abe'

When considering conpactification, 11-dim. 32x32 gaima-

-matrices l
 м
 can be conveniently chosen in the factorised

form:

Q ^
ftft.

Here У are 4^4 matrices, corresponding to the four-din.spa-

ce with signature <+,-,-,-),

I is unit 8x8 matrix, and Г^ - Euclidean (signature

(+,...,+)) 8x8 gamma-matrices, corresponding to seven-dim,

space. У in eq.(27) is necessary for antj^ommutatiTity of

P and Г. , while the inaginary unit is required by the

signature (+,-...-) of eleven-dim.space» In d«11 Euclidean

space the formula (27) does not contain the imaginary unit,

and
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"Long derivative" D

m
 with 7-dim. index is contain* con-

tributions with various numbers of Y - iaa trice».

I . . лАг .

( f* denote ttntiayainetrlzed products of I -matrices).The pro-

d u o f Г
а ь

 a n d Г
№

1
do not contain the matrix Y'. As to the products of odd

numbers of \ •'matrices with явтеп-dim. Indices, which stand in

the two last terms of formula (30), they are proportional to

"/*» Therefore, whenever internal fields *
а
ь

С(
» &re non-rani-

ehine, derlvatiTe D
a
 can differentiate right-hand fermions

(in the four-dim, sense, V ^ • • ̂ ) from the left-hand

one» ( У Ч « -4- ). Here one should not overestimate this

fact. There are reasons of general nature , which forbids the

solution of chiral zero-modes problem without a new idea be-

ing g Jierated {'«Те shall see this later). However, the very fact

seems of interest to us.

We continue describing P-matrices. The way the seven-dim.

8JC8 matrices " are specified in formula (27) remains to be

explained. Representation, convenient for the discuaeion of ab-

solute parallelelleQ is implied by (16):

With the use of (10) one can easily verify that matrices so de-

fined satisfy the necessary condition



Moreover, with auch a definition hermitean aetricee

pure imaginary and antieyametric (the toraion S .. is as

tiayametric in all three indices) end together with pure

imaginary V. (so that 1 У i" real) they form Major»

na representation in eleven diaenaiona for 11-signature

(+,-...-). (A worae representation differa from (31) by an

other definition of 18-components:

We shall иле formulas (3D in «hat follows.) What remains

to be learnt about Г -matrices is the relation

I 1 * + i\ I

The left-hand aide is imaginary in any (4k-1)-dim. Euclide-

an space; the sign is inessential and depends on the choice

between two non-equivalent representations of matrices

P *"•• ~ P*l The root from the determinant is necessary

to make tensor of €-symbol (see above).

4» After the substitution of Preund-Rubin and Englert

fields into the three last terms of eq.(30),they transform

as follows:

(34)

1 -ma f&hujL-^bcAff^^^ • ГсДд)>
 (35)



to

л

f ^
- (36)

Sow let ui9 substitute (34-36) into «q.(3Q) for D
ffl
:

It remains to recall the values of constants Л (eq.{24))

and f (eq.(17)): Л * rp"; f * 5i£. After their "substitu-

tion in (37) we obtain

Be there no i Y , the former bracket would correspond

to the abgofotte perallelejfisa connection (25) (w« remind

that the spin-connection replaces Cristoffel symbol is the

flat ("tetrada") basis, therefore it is £0 + S with no

additional coefficient before S which correspond to abso-

lute parallelelissi in this basis).

Another "oystery" is to be found in eigenvalues of

matrix S&^C Пд^с* й е
Р Р

е а е п
*

а
^

о п
 (3D for Г-matrices is

convenient because ^£ ̂ аЪе
Г

&Ъс
 is.diagonal in it and

has seven eigenvalues +1 and one -7 (the matrix is ap-

parently traceless). Therefore again; be there no iV ,tfe<

latter bracket in (38) could have seven vanishing eigenva-

lue*.
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Unfortunately, eigenvalue» of iV** are pure imaginary;

+i. Note, however,that after a formal transfaoreation to

Euclidean space, i Y .transfores into Yjj with eigenralu-

ea- equal to +1. Since we consider an odd-dimensional (d=11)

space» transition to Euclidean space in different signatures

occurs in a different way. Original theory is defined in

Minkowslcy space with signature (+,«-...-).In transforming tc

Euclidean signature (-,-,..-) the following radiations take

place:

j - Imaginary unit before the tens vC П S «

in the Lagrangian (3) drops out. This follows from the reality

of Lagrangian. In Euclidean space ^ is replaced simply by

\4- without Г matrix. Рог signature (-...-) all Г-matrices

tibiteead (Г"*)*
 +

 Г
Ш Р
 ( Г

№
)

+
 - Гare antiberaiteen.and (Г"*)* .

 +
 Г

Ш Р
, ( Г

№
)

+
 - Г

Ш

(
pMKPQRS

) + ш ш
 ^ M P Q R S

# TbMr9tt№m t h e o o e f f i G i
e

n
t s before

i(«(3 + O ) and [i'^jj^pQ in ̂ 3) differ in imaginary unit.

If fenaionic fields are assumed anticomnutatire, than the co-

efficient before fernlcnic terms with ?ngpQ is real. "Long

derivative* D occurs in fermionic equations' of aotiou,the-

refore the disappearance of 1 before ^ p
M W
? £) w i,n the

Lagrangian (3) implies the disappearence of 1 in expressi-

ons (2) and (30).

- i appears before the Weas-Zund.no term &PPA in (3)»

this results in 1 arising in the r.h.s, of equations of no-

tion of antlsymetrie fields (5)» Ihu* the condition for Eng-

lert solution to exist includes now laaginess of the Preund-

field f.
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- Einstein's eqs» (7) remain unchanged, sine* only func-

tions of "internal" coordinate enter them, and the signature

of internal space had not been changed. Transition to a pure

imaginary Freund-Rubin field P^. g. is compensated by the

change of sign of the square ot antisymmetric tensor

which is due to the change of signature. Since R
w /
 still

equals *-̂ =>э» the parameter Л , defined from (7) is the
r ___~

same as before, Л = ̂ 2*r.

- The last modification consists in the replacement of

i/f'# arising from the product of four-dim* У'-matiices, by

V
5
 without imaginary unit. This y" enters eq.(34). As tc

i v ' in the definition of J -matrices, they remain unchan-

ged.

These modifications in common lead to the appearence of

extra factor i in eqs.(34-36). Therefore eq.(38) after a

formal transformation to Euclidean space converts into

It appears mostly simple to explain the change of iy"' for

у ̂  in the former bracket. In Minkowsky space (iY°i^,) is

hemLtean operator, therefore i / ^ occurs in eq.(38), whi-

le in Euclidean space *-^
т
 appears hernlteaa without y °

and У should enter eq.(39) without imaginary unit. (Her-

miteea a»'?ices are
 i

t°
 ±

Y^ ^eb
 a n d i

'X'
5
 ̂ ab

e ) T h e

latter bracket in eqs,(38,39) has no definite parity w.r.to

hermitean conjugation, because the whole "long deriTatire"

is not antihermitean operator - it is the product П

which enter equations of motion and is hermitean. The sense
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of transformation to Euclidean apace In connection with d»11

Supergravity la uncle&r» In particular, the Majorana repre-

sentation ot P-natrices (neceaaary for aupertheory) in

11-dim.Euclid is abaent for any,aignature, either (+...+) or

(-...-). (Bote that in 10-dim.EucliA with .signature (-...-)

* (not (••••+)) llajorana representation doea exiat,bowerer.it

j can not be extended to fora an eleven-dim, one: p appears

j real,rather than imaginary. Aa to Imaginary P , it corres-

( ponds to 11-dim. Minkowsky space with aignature (+,-...-),

where the theory of d«=1l SG ie conrentianally formulated.)
i
! The nore intriguing are numerical relations in eq.(39):

Constanta f and Л. defined from boaonic equations of mo-

ticLjMgfc euch Taluee» that the Euclidean Tersion of eqa.of

motion for right-hand or left-hand fermions (this depends

on the aigna of antiaynnetrical fielda) automatically con-

tains the absolute parallelellam deriratire; and the remai-

ninp matrix (the latter bracket in eq.(39)) has aome of its

eigenvalues

5» According to LichneroTich theorem the Dirac operator

in curved apace "does not like" to hare sero-modea.

.(40)

(We take 7-dim.space for an example.) In the case of Rienann

geometry (i.e.without torsion) the last term in (40) rani-

ahes beoauae ot Bianchi identity for the currature tenaor.

Therefore, if the space under conaideration has poaltiTe (in

the signature (+«..+)) curvature scalar В everywhere,then
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the operator * * д ^
ш

 c a a ao
* have any zero modes: the posi-

tive ly definite operator stands in the r.h.s. of eq.(40).What

should one do in order to save the situation?

1) One злу refuse the Dirac operator in favor of.say.Ha-

rita-Schwiagar one.

2) One .gey introduce torsion and try to cancell contribu-

tions of two terms with Вц-ря in (40).

3) One may take К 9 О» i»e» use the connection of ab-

solute parallelelism.

All the three possibilities are reasonable and interesting

but the third one is the most universal: it gives rise to ze-

ro modes ofor Dirac and Rarita-Schwinger operators at once.

Its main drawback is that this possibility can hardly be rea-

lized. Compactification on S' seems to provide us with a

unique chance to obtain zero-modes with help of absolute pa-

ralieleliamu However, one should prove before that feralonic

eqs«.of motion in the Englert's background indeed contain the

connection of absolute paralleleliam. This assumption appears

partially valid: the necessary connection indeed enter eq.(39)

Solution of the system

Is slaple:

fUt*l (42)

She condition of this integral being well defined iff exactly

*'lfote,that the possibility to distinguish between right-

and left-hand feraions arises again in this situation .Howe-

ver, similarly to p«4« for this purpose it is necessary to

go to Euclidean space.
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the absolute parallelelism condition:

° r + S ) - 0.

Unfortunately, D
m
 in (39) is not simply ^7

т
(Г+ S),but in-

•teed

f The fact,that "additional matrix on the r.h.s. has some of

i

| its eigenvalues vanishing, is pleasant, but unsufficient:

I for the system (1), D
B
y » О to be compatible ^

m
( f*+ S)

should commute with S*°
c
 Г*

а1)С
 ее a Matrix» More exactly,

i the matrix (*3+ S)
ffl
 f ^ should preserve the sub-space of **ro eigenvalues of (1 +

 e
t

>c

^ l + ^ S * ^ ^ (43)

Thi4 relation is not satisfied, however* In fact
t
note that

s
abc p

f t b c
 is scalar, i.e. commutes with ^ЛГ + S), if

not only matrix commutation, but also the variation of S

from one point to another, is taken into account:

p- (V

We have shown in the end of p.2, „hat V
m
(f+ S) S

 ъ
 /t 0,

thus the matrix commutator (43) is also non-vanishing.

Using explicit expression [%/Г^Я.
л
£

с
\"^

й
1

с
.

м

т
2>£!^£

л
^

one can easily observe,that this commutator contains non-

-diagonal components i8 and 8i, in contradiction with

(43) (the matrix or the r.h.e* is diagonal)* The conclu-

sion is that even in Euclidean space we can not obtain so-

lutions of system (1),
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6. W» would like to eoment briefly on the literature.

Solution* of the system

D
M
^ • O. I » i : i 1 (44)

has been already discussed In refs.5,7.9. However, the author»

of these papers did aot consider espessially equations with

the «even-dim» index au Therefore they could not observe

the beatifull structure of the forrela (39)* Solution of the

system (6-9) is known to define the anti-de-Sitter geometry

in the four-dim, world. One oo On one hand, this geometry

breaks explicitly supereyametry explicitly and spoils sero-

-modes (even if they exist); and on the other hand it has

nothing to do with the real world: we do not know today how

to get rid of anti-de-Sitter geometry»but we understand,that

it is absent in the correct solution, so that the four-dim»

world has flat metric» Thus at the current »tate of knowled-

ge it seems reasonable for us to consider only a part of

eqs.(44) - the system (1). Moreover, it is better not to

calculate the commutator [р
и
, D^j from the very beginning,

as it was done in ref»5. Then equations of motion look simp-

ler, and no information is lossed. Note,that the relation

<43) being unvalid, the commutator p
m
, D

n
"j has no impres-

sive properties, even if only seven-dim, indices are taken

into account in order to separate the contribution of 4-dim.

curvature» We beleive that eq.(39) shows that the problem of

iernionic zero-modes and aupersymnetries in the Englert

background is far from being closed.

We are gratefull to R.Kallosh, V.Knizhnik and A.Rosly

for valuable discussions.
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